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The purpose of this paper is fo study the approximation of functions in ~1 
variables and its application to semigroup representation. First, two Bohman- 
Korovkin-type theorems are established for the respective approximations of 
unbounded, operator-valued and real-valued functions with noncompact supports 
in &‘I. Then we investigate several approximation operators: some of them are 
generalizations (to 1)) dimensions) of well-known linear positive operators and 
some are apparently new. Finally. through these operators, the first approxima- 
tion theorem provides a unified approach to a whole set of representation for- 
mulas for In-parameter CC,)-semigroups of operators: special cases include 
well-knosn formulas due to Hille. Phillips, Widder, Kendall and Chung. as 
well as some new ones. 
I. I\TRODU~TI~N 
The well known Bohman-Korovkin theorem [3, 141 states that if (L,; is a 
sequence of linear positive operators on C[a, b]. the space of real continuous 
functions on [a. b]. then 1’ L,,,f - .f , + 0 for everyfE C[a, b]. provided that 
this is true for f(r) + I, f(t) ~~ t and f(f) += P. Efforts have been made by 
many authors to enlarge the domain of approximation operators to include 
bounded or unbounded functions Lvith noncompact supports. it is i\orth 
while to mention here a few such versions. Miiller [I91 extended the theorem 
to functions Lvhich are bounded on [CI? cc) and continuous on some [c. d]: 
Schurer [22] treated functions which are bounded on every finite interval and 
are of order O(t*) ( t / + s): Ditzian’s result [8] deals with functions satis- 
fying the growth condition f(t)’ <i M(f)(t” - I)p(t), -,x < t < OCI. for 
some suitable function p(t): Mamedov’s theorem estimates the convergence 
rate of (L,,f)(t) for functions f which are bounded on every finite interval. y 
times ditferentiable at 6. and of order O(l t I’)(: t / +m). where p ‘-.: 1 
(see [ 151 or [25]); Hsu [12] considered positive operators which approximate 
unbounded functions of order 0( t ‘,‘)(/I 2). or of order O(c”‘ :‘)( II‘ 0). 
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Approximation operators which have been investigated include the 
Bernstein operators [2], the Baskakov operators [1], the Mirakjan-Szasz 
operators [18, 261 and their generalized forms (see Hsu [ 121, Schurer [22] and 
Sikkema [23]), the operators of Meyer-K&rig and Zeller [ 17. S1 24, 19: 201, 
the Gamma operators (see [19]), the Post-Widder operators (see [27, I3]), 
the Gauss-Weierstrass operators [I 1, 8],.... All these are special cases of 
exponential operators which are characterized as integral operators with 
kernels satisfying a certain type of partial differential equation (cf. May [16] 
and Ismail and May [13]). They proved that if {f.,: is a sequence of exponen- 
tial operators and iffis a function of order O(e”;‘i) and has a continuous 2nd 
derivative on the interval [a, 61, then (L&(f) converge to f(r) uniformly 
in any closed subinterval of (a. 6). 
On the other hand, one can also formulate similar theorems for the 
approximation of operator-valued functions. For instance, Butzer and 
Berens [4, pp. 24-291 gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the approxi- 
mation by operators of the form (L,T(.))(f) = xz==, $n,,(f) T(k/n). A special 
case are the Bernstein operators (with +n,k(f) = (z) r’(l - t)“-“‘); they yield 
Kendall’s representation formula when they are applied to an one-parameter 
(C,,)-semigroup of operators. 
This paper is concerned with generalizations of the known results men- 
tioned to approximations of wvariable real or operator-valued functions, 
and with the application to representations of operator semigroups. In 
section 2. we establish two Bohman-Korovkin-type theorems. The first one 
deals with the approximation problem 
where X is a Banach space. r(l) is an unbounded B(X)-valued function on 
W”“, and {m,(.; t): t E Wfff, II =: I, 2 ,..., ] is a family of positive, finite Bore1 
measures on R”l. The second one will treat the approximation of unbounded 
m-parameter real functions by a sequence of linear positive operators. In 
sect. 3 we examine some examples of approximation operators; special cases 
of them will lead to some of such basic operators as those mentioned above. 
Finally. in section 4. we apply these approximation operators to derive 
several representation formulas for strongly continuous w-parameter semi- 
groups of operators; particular cases lead to such exponential formulas for 
one-parameter semigroups as those of Hille, Phillips, Widder and Kendall 
(cf. Chung [7]). 
2. THE APPROXIMATION THEORE~~S 
Let .Y be a Banach space and B(X) be the Banach algebra of bounded 
linear operators on X. ‘, ,: will be used to denote the norm of S as well as 
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that of &A’). For r mm (t, . t, . . . . . I,,,) 6 Z’,,. I ,, (I’ 1 i will denote the norm 
(xi.‘:, t, 1,)’ “*; but \ve simply use t for i t 1.’ 
DEFISITION I. A real function g(t) is said to belong to G(K) (for a set 
KC RrJr) if it is positive and strictly convex on R’,‘. and is continuousI> 
differentiable on K. and if in addition. it satisfies the growth condition 
lim (sup(g(t). t : t /.:I % (1) r 7 
Notice that g(G G(K)). as a strictly convex function. is continuous on W. 
and that the function 
k,(u) =~- g(u) - [g(t) - Tg(r) (II ~~ t)]. t 5 K. 11 f R’,,. (2) 
is positive for II ~= t and is continuous in (t. II) on K R’, (see [IO. pp. I? 
and 353). 
It is clear that the functions t :‘J ( y. q I ) and e”’ f,” ( p I. II’ 0) 
belong to G(W”‘), and in case 1~ = I. t q (q ’ I ) and TV”’ f (11. .. 0) belong to 
G(R). But the functions ’ t “, and E’:‘ ’ 1 are not strictly convex if III I-- I. and 
‘, t ,, does not satisfy the condition (I), therefore they are not in G(K) for an> 
Now suppose {/?I,,( .: t) : t E RI’*. n == I. 2 . . . . . .; is a family of positive. finite 
Bore1 measures on W. Then we define 
DEFINITI~U 1. Given a function g E G(K). O,(g(t). K) denotes the set of 
those @X)-valued functions T(t) defined on 2”’ with the properties: (i) for 
every s E X. the X-valued function 7’(t) s is strongly measurable with respect 
to each of the measures {I??,~(.: t)\. (ii) T(t) is bounded on every bounded 
subset of R”’ and strongly continuous at every point of the set K: (iii) T(t) 
satisfies 
- 
Iii (sup; j T(t);;g(t): t -~= 1.;; . . %. (3) 
The set O,,(g(t). K) is defined similarly with the exceptions that (i) is replaced 
by the stronger condition that T(t). as a &X)-valued function, is strongly 
measurable 11’. r. t. {m,,(.: t)], and the continuity of r(t) in (ii) is now taken in 
the sense of operator norm. Note that when ~1 ~- I. (3) means T(t) -: O(g(t)) 
( t -t T_ ) 
If g(t) is integrable with respect to each HI,(.: t). then Def. 2 implies that 
for each T(t) E O.(g(t). K) and for each x E .Y. the Bochner integral 
(L,,T(.))(t).v -= ( T(l/).Y d,W,,(K I) (4) 
. 1” 
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exists for every t E IT%“, and n ~- I, 2..... Thus (4) defines for every n. a linear 
operator from O,(g(t), K) into the set of all B(X)-valued functions on IT”. 
Similar statements apply to O,,(g(t), K). 
For simplicity of notation. we will use (L,l)(t). (L,ui)(t) (i = I. 2,...,,) 
and (L,g( .))(t) to denote the respective Lebesgue integrals of the functions I. 
ri(i :-- I. 2....,,,) and g(t) with respect to tn,J .: t). 
THEOREM 2. I. Ler the fimction g E G(K) for a cot~pacr wt K of W”*. 
Suppose that g is iutegrable with respect to each member of thefamily itn,(.: I): 
[ .I Fp,’ ,I = 1 7 I. . . A,.... I of positice, jinite Bore1 measures so tlzat a sequence IL,&: 
of operators can be defined bJ* (4) 017 O.(g(t). K). Tl7et7 the follo~~Yt7g .slatements 
are equkalen~ : 
(i) For at7)~ T(t) E O&(r). K) at7d any s E X. 
I); (L,T(.))(r)s = T(r)s unjfbrtti[~yfor t it7 K. (3 
(ii) The litnirs in (6). (7) and (8) hold w7tforml~.,for t it7 K. 
l,‘z (L,,I)(f) = 1: (6) 
I,,if-; (L,u,)( I) -~z r, , i = I. 2..... ttt: (7) 
lim (L,?g(.))(r) : g:(t). (8) I, ‘1 
(iii) (L.I)(t) - I at7d (L,,h,(.))(t) + 0 untforml~~ .for t it7 K as II ---t zz, 
I~herc h,(lt) is dejined in (2). 
Rloreorer, the theorem remains ralid when O,(g(r). K) is replaced bj. 
O,,(g( ti. K) at7d the lit77ir it7 (5) is replaced b>, ot7e taker7 it7 the .sense of unifort77 
operator topology.. 
We first prove the following 
LEVb1.A. Let K. g. and h,( .) be as assumed it7 Theoret 2. I. Then. for atq)’ 
T(t) E O.&(t). K). .v E X ut7d an). 6 .i 0. there e.\-ists a constant .kf( T(.) s, K. 6) 
.wch that 
sup -- “!k$?!?~ .;I ,+,f( T( .).u. /‘($ 6) (II t 02”‘. t E K). (9) 
r,-t d I 
Proof: Since T(r) .Y. g(r) and Tg(t) are continuous on the compact set K, 
they are bounded there by a sufficiently large number C. Hence we have the 
following estimate 
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for all f f ti and all large II c 2’,,. Nob the asSutllpti0fls (I). (3) imp!> the 
existence of a positive number 
- 
M,(K) such that ilm,.+ -{sup; T(U) .\- 
T(f) .Y I lIf(ZO : j Z! I’. I : It,.;; .1/,(K). Therefore. there is a r,, 0 such 
that : T(U) .\- - T(t) s /Z;(U) . . M,(K) ~ I for all t F K and for all II outside 
the sphere {u E ?: II .... I’,,:. As noted before. In, is a p0sitiL.e. continuous 
function on the compact set {(u. I) : II .:-. I’,, . r E K and : II ~~ t 6:. 
hence /I,(U) assumes a positike minimum W, It is no\v easy to see that one 
can take AI, ~ I ~ 2 sup;: T(t) .\- : t G K or I _.. K,,‘; /I/~ as the required 
number :V(T(.) s. K, 6). 
Proof of T/worm 2. I. First, suppose (i) is true. Let .Y t .I. and .Y .’ .: .\ 
be such that X*(S) = I. If we apply .yX to both sides of (5) \vhile T(r) is 
substituted by f. or r,l. or g(r) I. where I is the identity operator of B(,X), then 
\ve obtain (6). (7) and (8). Hence (i) implies (ii). (ii) :. (iii) being obvious. it 
remains to verify the part (iii) -- (i). For r E K. s c; A.. ne have 
(L,,T(.))(f)s - T(rp .:> 1 [T(u)s - T(f).\-] drcl?z,~(zf; t) I 
(f.,,I)(r)- I I 77th 
J, - J, T (L.l)(r) - I T( r I.\- I . 
where 
Here ~(6, T(.) s. K) represents the modulus of continuity of T(t) s defined 
as sup{’ T(U) s ~ T(t) .Y : u E [i;E”‘, r E K and I II - t i < 81: it tends to 0 
with 6 because T(u) s is continuous at every point of the compact set K. This 
fact together with the above estimates and the assumption that (L,I)(t) -4 I 
and (L,,/?,(.))(t) ---+ 0 uniformly for r E K implies that (L,,T(.))(r) x converges 
to T(f) s uniformly for t E K. 
Before stating our second theorem, we describe first those functions which 
will be involved. 
DEFINITION 3. Let g E G(K). By O(g(t). K) we mean the set of those rcal- 
valued functions f(t) defined on R;” such that f(r) is hounded on every 
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bounded subset of IFP, continuous at every point of K, and satisfying the 
condition (3) with I r(t);1 there replaced by if(t)’ . 
THEOREM 2.2. Let g(t) be in G(K) for a compact set K, (L,*) be (1 sequence 
of linear positice operators, L, : O(g(t), K) - C(K). Then L,f (t) converges to 
f(t) utzifornli~* on Kfor any f E O(g(t). K) if and onI]> if it is trzte for tize func- 
tions I. tj (i = I, 2,..., m) and g(t). or, (fund on/v if(L,,I)(t) 4 1 arzd (L,h, 
( ‘j)(t) -+ 0 un$orml~ otz K. 
The estimate in (9) plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 2. I. it 
is also the same estimate which enables us to implement the proof of Theorem 
2.2. BV the same proof as in the previous lemma, we can find for given 6 > 0. 
compact set K andfs O(g(j). K) a constant M(,fi K: 6) such that 
f(u) - f(t) 6 M(J; K, 6) /zt(zr) 
holds for all t E K. II E KY” with II - t ;: 6. 
(10) 
Proof of Tlzeorenz 2.2. While the other two implications are obvious. we 
will only prove the crucial part that (L, l)(t) + I and (L,h,( .))(t) ---f 0 uniform- 
ly on K implies for any f 6 O(g(t), K) (L,,f (.)(t) --f(r) uniformly on K. Let 
f E O&(t). K). Then it follows from (10) that for all / E K and u E lP” we have 
thus 
f(u) ~ f(t) <; w(S.f(.). K) L M(,f. K. 6) ht(u). 
-o(s) - M(,l; K. 6) h,(zr) ::;,f(zl) -f(t) :< w(6) ~ M(f: K. 6) h,(u). (I I) 
where w(6) == w(d. f (.). K) is the modulus of continuity off (I). On applying 
L:, to (I I) we have 
(L,,f(.))(t) -f(t)(L,l)(t)’ -: 46)(L,,l)(t) 7 .M(f; K. G)(L,h,(,))(t). 
It follows that 
u,,.f(9w) -f(t) G &)(L,u(t) ~ ‘f’(t)’ (L,,I)(t) - I 
- +f(.f. K. ~)(L,,h,(~)Mt) (12) 
which. like the situation in the proof of Theorem 2.1. implies the uniform 
convergence of (L,f(.))(t) to f (t) on K. Hence the theorem is proved. 
Remark. If for a certain value of n. (L,f(.))(t) =.f(t)(t E K) forf(u) = I. 
11, (i = 1. Z..... ~1). g(u). then we have from (2) that (L,h,(.))(t) = 0: this 
together with (12) implies that for this n we have the equality (L,,f( .))(t) = 
f(t) (t E: K) for every f E O(g(t), K). Similar assertions apply to the operators 
in Theorem 2. I. 
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: SOME APPKUXIMATIO\ OPERATORS -
Whether- a bequence : L,,; of operators will approximate function\ in 
U( g(t). I<) or O,( g(t). K) or O,,( g(t). K) has been shown to be determined bq 
ichether these operators satisfy (6). (7) and (8). In this section \\e \\ill give 
some examples of such operators. For simplicit> of exposition and fat 
applications in section 4. \\e \\ill mention in out- theorems only those ayser- 
Cons for functions in U,( g(r). I<): similar assertion5 concerning 0.J x:(f). K) 
or O( g(t). K) may surely be formulated u ithout difficulties bq- the reader. 
The following notations are used in the rest of this paper. For I .+ X’,. i 
denotes the number 1:” : I, and A;” denotes the set [u E W: U. I, i 
I. 2 .._.. ~1. If k = (X, . k2 . .._. I;,,.). I<,‘> being nonnegative integer<. and II IS 
any integer. then (1:) will represent the numbet 
( I ) The pol~wonlicrl distributiotl.\. Let I .\,,I be a sequence of positive num- 
bers. and K(.x,,) = !t E 8%;:. : t -- u . . I,,:. If t E K(,+,,). then /ft,,‘(.: I) is a 
discrete measure: 
for II--~ .;;! /i. L ,,. 
for II elsewhere. 
If r 5 /C-l,,), /?I,,~( .: r) is a zero measure. 
The associated operators are 
\ x T(u k .\,~~n).u@~,,~(r) for t E K( I,,); 
(L,,‘T(.))(f).\- ‘[-.I, 
lo for t E /C( l,,). 
These operators reduce to the original Bernstein operators in case 1~ ~~ I. 
a = 0 and Y,, m= I (n =- I. I...:). In the following Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we 
Lvill give conditions on l,, such that the limit 
!,iz (L,,‘T(.))(r)s = T(t)s (13) 
holds uniformly on cotnpact sets for various classes of functions. 
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Proof. Notice first that: a) O,(l t .:’ . K) is independent of j( , I) since 
all kinds of norms in FP’ are equivalent; b) ifp < q. then O,( t : I’) C O,(,i t ! “); 
c) /t I’, y I:- I. is continuously differentiable on FP”. Thus. in view of Therem 
2.1. it suffices to show that (6). (7) and (8) with g,(t) = / t , :: = x.i”L, t, !’ 
converge uniformly on any compact K which is contained in K(-kn) for ‘all 
large II. But this is equivalent (because of Theorem 3.1) to showing that for 
eachp =m= 0. I, 2:.... and each i =: I, 2 . . . . . IV. 
‘,,i!; (f.,,‘u,l’)(t) = fir’ (14) 
will converge uniformly for t in K. Due to symmetry. proving (IO) for the 
case i = 1 suffices. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume a :; 0 (otherwise. a translation 
of variable w/ill make it so). Let p = 0. We have (f,,‘I)(t) =: &.,A @i.,;(t) = 
0 -‘,t ~~ I - 7,‘1,,)‘* : I for i -< I,, . : 0 otherwise. To prove (14) by induc- 
tion. we assume it to be true for allp 5z.j - I. Since)*’ = J~(J* ~~ I)(!, - 2) ... 
(J. - .j 1~ I ) - z:I: c’;J; for some constants ci . there follows: 
where 
= (qn)j 1 ;k,(k, - I ) ... (k, - ,j - I) + ‘z’ c,k,‘( d&(t) 
i=I 
= J, L J2 , 
Hence the uniform convergence (on compact subsets of lRr_) of the limit (14) 
is true for p =,j. and it is true inductively for all 17 =- I. 2..... This proves the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If .x,, -~ A. II = I. 2 . . . . . then for wer!’ T(r) I~hicll is 
stroql>. comimious 011 K( .I), thr limit ( 13) holdr wi(fornli~. on K( I). 
stroqlj. ~o~rikous firtwtiott of1 &?i’;~ such tht T(t) O( I “) (, t * Z). 
p I. tlftjff ( 13) holds uf~ifornd~~ on tin). cof fzpac’t .suh.wI qf Rri . 
The next theorem shows in particular that in case 17? - I Corollary 3.3 
holds also for those continuous functions with order O(E”‘ f ). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let TV : 1. If i,, II -~+ 0 and .I” -+ x. as n --f x. then for 
atzy compact set KC !Rg’_ and tfn~’ T(t) E OJP” ‘I . K). the hit (( 31 holds 
uniformity for t iu Ii.. 
ProoJ: Since 0” i E G(R). the theorem will follon from Theorem 2. I once 
we prove 
uniformly on [0, b] for any b :-., 0. Here we have assumed CI = 0 without loss 
of generality. The summation in ( 1.5) is equal to 
for some 0 .z:. h = A,, *.. l,(.n. the mean value theorem being used. From this 
and the estimate: : P’~“/[I - f(e”‘,l - I). I,] - I .:< (I - (f .\,J)(es”si - I). 
t Y-: 0, together with the hypothesis on I,~ (15) follows immediately. 
Rmrarlk. When n7 I. it is also possible to verify that Jim,_, (L,,’ 
pr’. I)([) _ (‘!C’, I  1 converges uniformly on compact subsets of lF!rw. Ho\\- 
ever. we could not assert from it that a proposition similar to Theorem 3.4 
be true because Theorem 1.1. does not apply to P a? f‘1 which is not stricti) 
convex as required in that theorem. 
(I I ) T/w negatiw pol~womictl distributions. Let : I,,: be a sequence of 
positive numbers. {D?,,~(.: T)) is defined as follows: 
Jf I E Rgt , then the tneasure m,,?(.: t) is defined as 
\ 
G,%.,(r) ( J fi (yq’i( 1 !-_ri;‘-” 
/,/,,“(l/. I) = , 
? 
forzr~-a +k,i, .O 
.o for II elsewhere. 
lftiz?:-. then we defne m,,“( ‘: I) to be 0 identically. 
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Thus, we have defined such linear operators as 
these lead to the special Baskakov operators in case m = 1 and .iL, = I, 
n = 1. 2 ,.... (recall [I]). 
THEOREM 3.5. If lim,t-, CX~!~ = 0, Iim cl,, > 0, and if K is a compact set - 
of lR~- , then for any T(t) E O,( I t *‘. K)( p > 1) and any .Y E A’. 
Iii (L,‘T(.))(r)x = T(r).r (16) 
uniformly for t in K. 
Proof. The proof is quite the same as that of Theorem 3. I. First, denoting 
(t - a)lx:, by b. we have for all t E R,“, 
Next, by a similar computation as in the proof of Theorem 3. I, we get 
(L,‘u,‘)(r) = 
I7 ... (n + ,j - I) f 
~ t,‘(L,+jl)(f) - ‘2 Cj (z)‘-’ (L,‘Uli)(t). 
i7j i=l 
This converges to tjj uniformly on compact sets, by the induction assumption. 
Hence, the theorem follows (see the proof of Theorem 3.1). 
THEOREM 3.6. In case m = 1, the class O,(’ t lJ. K) in Theorem 3.5 may 
be replaced by the larger class OS(elc,tl. K)(w > 0). 
Proof In view of Theorems 2.1 and 3.5 we only have to establish the 
uniform convergence of (L,,2e”U)(l) to e”‘” on [0, b] for any b II=- 0. By a 
computation like that in the proof of the last theorem and then by the mean 
6+0128/3-j 
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value theorem we have for each t and each II a corresponding h between 0 and 
,~,:n such that 
The assertion then follows from this and the estimate 
I(elcA/[] - t(1 - e”;O:‘9,]) - 1 = (1 + t&~~)(@* - 1)/i 1 - t(etCA - I)ja, : 
since the right term tends to 0 uniformly on [0, 61 as II ---f x. 
(III) The Poisson distributions. These are the measures B?,~(.; t) defined 
as follows: If t E R:-, then 
I,, 
n7,3(u; t) = 
@z,r(l) = @‘In-‘) zQ (n(tf - ai))‘“;ki ! for u = a t %, k ;: 0, 
0 for u elsewhere; 
if t@ Rr+: rnn3(.; r) is defined to be 0 identically. 
The corresponding linear operators are 
T (,‘a $ $) x@f!.Jr) for t E lRT+ ; (17, 
In case m = 1, a = 0 they become the Mirakjan-SzAsz operators ([18], [26]). 
Now, following the same way of proof as that in Theorem 3. I. we have 
THEOREM 3.7. If T(r) E O,( t I’. K) (p ., 1) n~here K is a compact subset 
of rW:- , then ( L,3T( .))(t) .Y concerges uniforml)~ to T(t) x on K. 
THEOREM 3.8. In case m = 1, the class O,( t 1 I’) K) in Theorem 3.7 nla! 
be replaced by the class O,Je”“‘!, K). 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.1 and 3.7, this follows from the fact that 
CL “e”l”i)(t) converges to e”. f’ uniformly for t in K (cf. [16]). 
(IV) The negative polyzomial distributions of the second kind. We define 
{m,*(.: t)] as follows: if t c K(I) = {t E Wrl : t - n :< 13, 
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i 
Q,‘,,,(t) = (1 - f - a)‘+1 ( -nk- ‘) fi (ai - tip 
i-1 
III,‘(lq t) =
I 
for II = CI - 
0 for other II. 
If t 6 K(l), then n~,~(.: t) is defined to be 0 identically. The corresponding 
operators are 
\ 
’ 1 T(a -- k/(/l - E)) @;.,:(t)s for t E K(l), 
(L,JT(.))(r)x = 
I 
b” (18) 
0 for r$ K(I) 
which map the set of strongly continuous functions on K( 1) into itself. When 
nz = 1, these are the Meyer-Kiinig and Zeller operators (recall Sec. 1). 
THEOREM 3.9. Zf T(t) is strongly continuous on the set K(l), then for arq 
I E X, (L.“T(.))(t) x concerges lo T(f) x uniformly on K( 1). 
Proof. Since IIZ,~(U: I) = 0 for all II outside K(l), the behavior of T(U) for 
u $ K(1) is irrelavent to L,IT(.), and so we may assume that T(f) is bounded on 
R”‘. Thus, by Theorem 2.1 and the remark in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we 
need only verify that (L,Ju,i)(f) converges uniformly on K(l) to t,’ for i = 0, 
1 and 2. First, 
(L,-‘l)(t) = (1 - t - a)“+’ Z” (-Ilk-- ‘) fi (Ui - rip 
i-1 
__~ 
zzz (1 - * - a)“--‘(’ + a - t)-is-1 = 1. 
To prove the assertion for i = 1 and 2, we will assume for simplicity of 
computations that a = 0: there will be no loss of generality. Indeed, 
= tl( 1 - f)‘l+l 1 
(12 _L 1) ... (If - f? - 1, y n t;, = t 
rG.;1 (k, - I)! k,! ... k,,,! 1 i-1 
kI',l 
Similarly we have & [k,(k, - l)/(n - @(n + k - I)] @~Jt) = t,“. But 
since the absolute value of the difference between (k,/(n Y I?))’ and k, 
(k, - l)/(n + k)(n + E - 1) is no larger than l/n for any k, we have ~(L,~zc,~) 
(t) - Z12 I < l/n x CD”, k(t) = l/n. I . this shows that (L,%!r2)(t) converges 
uniformly to t12. 
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(G’) The Gamma distribtiow I. Let (m,,‘( .: t)/ be so defined that the 
corresponding operators are given by 
(L,“T(.))(r)s =- 1”~ ... [(11u~t,)‘~. u,(n - I ,!I 
. II 
T(u).\- du, A,,, . I, E (0. x ). i = I, L..., 111. (19) 
It is not hard to see that when T(t) satisfies (3) with g(r) = 6” L”. the above 
integral exists for large n. Notice also that in case m =-m- 1. the integral becomes 
This is the Post-Widder operator. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let m =. 1 and K be a compact subset of (0. m). Then 
(L,25T(.))(r) .Y conrerges to T(f) x uniformly on K, procided T(t) belongs to 
O,(e”‘lt!. K). 
Proof. After an (n - I)-fold differentiation of two sides of the identity 
sl emFscelrlc du = (s - u.)p’ (s > n,), we obtain 
On substituting s = n/t into (21). we derive that (LnleC(‘.‘l )(t) ~-1: (I ~ l\,f.;n) -“. 
Similarly. (f.,‘ue”’ I’ )(t) = t( I ~ wt/n)-“-l. It follows that (L,,‘l)(t) = I. 
(L,%)(f) = t and that (L,W”~)(t) converges to efV ’ uniformly on K. The 
theorem now follows from Theorem 2. I. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let m _% I arld K be a compact subset of n:‘ll (0, x). 
Then (L,,jT(.))(t) s concerges to T(t) .‘c uniformly on K. provided T(t) belongs to 
O,<(ii t I i’, K)( p :.> I ). 
Proof. We have for everyj 2 0 
the right-hand term converging uniformly on K to tl’ (by Theorems 2. I and 
3.10). Hence Theorem 2.1 applies again to yield the assertion (recall the 
remark in the proof of Theorem 3. I ). 
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(VI) The Gamma distributions II. Next, we consider the operators defined 
by 
(L,6T(~))(t).Y = lx ... .rl,’ ev [- ,F; (M4)] n [(nr;:uij”.‘uj(rl - I)!] 
‘0 
T(u).u duI ... du,,, . ti E [On ‘X)3 i = I. 2.. . . 117. (22) 
One can see easily that Ln6T(.) is well-defined for T(t) E O,( I t ii”. K) for 
all large n. By changes of variables such as ui = n/z:; , i == I. I..... m. we 
obtain a perhaps more convenient expression for Ln6, namely. 
(Ln6T(-)j(t)x = ,C ... ix exp [- fi lit.;) fi [ti”r(m’J(n - l j!] 
‘0 i=l i=l 
* 7 (3- ,.... f-, s dr, .” dr,,, . 
1 WI 
When m = I, (23) becomes the Gamma operator 
(23) 
(Ln6T(.))(t)x = (,~ T , )! I oz e-frr+lT f s dz:. F 0 t -2 0. (24) 
THEOREM 3.12. Let K be a compact subset of rWrl . Then for any T(t) E O,< 
(II t ! p, K) andfor an). x E X. (L,,“T(.))(t) .Y converges to T(t) x uniformly on K. 
Proof From (21) we have (tin!(n - I)!) J-t e-til’iz-;-ldz,ai = 1 for all 
n = 1. 2,.... (Or one can prove it by using integration by parts.) 
(L,%zj)(t) = (t,‘i/(n - I)!) .il,‘ exp( --fIrI) r,“-‘(rriz.,)’ k, 
= t,j tQi(tl - I ) ... (n - j) + t,i. ,j = 0. I...., 
as n + co. the convergence of the limit being uniform for t in K. The theorem 
now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
(VII) The normal distributions. Let 
Then the corresponding operators are defined as 
wlhen 171 = I. these are the Gauss-Weierstrass operators. (see [I 31.) 
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THEOREV 3.13. Let K bc (I cottlpact .wt in W, and T(t) E O,(esp(~~, f “). 
K). Then for nn~. v F X. ( L,,‘T( .))(t) s conwrges to T(t) .Y as II + IX utliforttzl~. 
on K. 
Proof Due to Theorem 2. I. it suflkes to show the uniform convergence 
of (L,‘f(.))(t) to f(t) on K for f(t) ~= I, t, (i = I..... 1~) and exp(w t “) 
(II. . 0). One has 
111 
(L,‘l)(t) = n (n!‘2iT)’ 2 I” exp[-tz(u; ~ ti)z;2] dui = I. 
i=l 
Since (L,‘u;)(f) is just the mean of the one-dimensional normal distribution 
;V(‘(t, . 1 !n), it is the function t, Finally, if we put P,, = I - 21$9/n, then 
(L,,; exp( ki’ I S))(t) 
),I 
-~ ,IJ (/1..27i)l ‘2 I” exp[-/l(lr, - ti)“!2] exp(wzr,“) &lr; 
,,I 
= E (/f’27i)l T2 I” exp ( - ‘; /3,(u; ~ t,;il,L)2) exp(Il.tiY;p,) AI, 
rr, 
= zG (/I,)-’ z exp(wtjz:‘fl,,) = (p,)P(l~z)r~~ exp(,t. t i ‘/pn). 
Since /3,, tends to 1 when n + x. the last term converges to exp(rl, I t 9 
uniformly on K. 
(VIII). In this example we will consider operators {L,,*\ which are 
defined for t ;:: 0 by 
THEOREM 3.14. Let Kbr an!. c’otnpctct subset of [O. a), T(r) E (Os(er.tN, K). 
Then for s E X. ( L,,ST(.))(t) .Y concerges to T(t) .v unifortnl~~ on K. 
Proof Using (21). we have 
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This shows that (Ln81)(r) = 1 and that (L.V’I”.)(r) converges to Fit uni- 
formly on K. By similar computations, we have (L,%)(t) = t. Hence the 
assertion follows from Theorem 2.1. 
(IX). Let LEg be defined for 0 < t -< 1 by 
Then L,” maps Os(eMitl, [0, I]) into the set of all strongly continuous func- 
tions on [0, 11. 
THEOREM 3.15. For any function T(t) in Os(ewitl, [0, I]) and .Y E X, 
(LngT(.))(t) s con6erge.s unzyormZy on [0, l] to T(t) x. 
Proqf: (21) implies that for n larger than )I’, 
(Lnge”“” )(t) = i (J t”(1 - t)‘,-zc (--- ,l ” ,,‘ )“’ = [I - t i /zt(n - W-‘]n 
f;=O 
= [I + wt!(n - Il.)]“. 
Differentiation with respect to II’ yields that (L,guel”iwl)(t) = tn(n - IV-~ 
[I 1 wt/(n - w)]“. Clearly, these two identities imply that (Lngl)(t) = I. 
(Lngz4)(t) = t and (L.gesCIU!)(t) + e”‘!‘l uniformly on [O. I] as II + 115. Hence 
the assertion is true. 
(X) The last example is the operator 
(L’RT(.))(i)s = i (,“) (-t)“(l L t)-r,--l. kg&! [I e~“71zzk-1T(u)x du 
I;=0 -0 03) 
where t > 0. We have 
THEOREM 3.16. Let K be any compact subset of [O. co), T(t) E Os(e’vit . K). 
Then for .Y E X. (LL’T(.))(t) x conrerges to T(t) s zmz~ormly on K as n + x. 
Proof Similar computations show that (L’,“‘)(t) = 1. (Ll,‘ou)(t) = t, and 
(L~~eisGu )(t ) = [I - wt/(n - w)]-~ which converges to e”’ tI uniformly on K. 
Hence the theorem follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Note that the operators Ln8, Lng, Lt” are Szasz, Bernstein and Baskakov 
operators with f(k/n) replaced by the integral means (nk)‘(k - l)! [: e-nu 
zP1fCu) du. 
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4. REPKESE~TATIOW OF SEMIGROUPS 
In this section Lie will apply the operators studied previously to derive some 
representation formulas for semigroup operators. 
Let S == [T(r, 1 t, . .._. r,,,): 0 c t, < 1~‘. i I. 2 .,_.. IT?] be a m-parameter 
semigroup of bounded linear operators on .Y. Let us assume that S is strongI> 
continuous on RF- = if E W’: t, _’ a;, Vi: for some a such that a, .. 0, 
i =m I. 2 . . . . . 171. If S, = [T,(r;) : 0 :- t, c: ,x] denotes the restriction of 
T(t, . rz ,.... f,,,) to the half line {(O . . . . . 0. t, . 0 . . . . . 0) : 0 .... t, -.. TC I. then ST is 
itself an one-parameter semigroup which is strongly continuous for r, -- a; 
S is the direct product of S, : T(t, ~ f, . . . . . f,,,) = n:“, T,(r,). To each i there 
correspond two numbers M, I and II‘, ;I 0 such that 
T,(r,) 5 44, exp(li.,t,). a; I<; r; < r=. 
(for this. see [4].) Hence. we have the inequality 
: T(t, , t, 1 . . . f,,,), .-.. .M exp(ll,(t, L f, - ... - t,,,)). fElIq+, 
With the above properties at hand, we are prepared to derive a list of 
formulas. First we notice that Corollary 3.2, Theorems 3.9 and 3. I3 apply 
to any S defined as above: Corollary 3.3. Theorems 3.5. 3.7. 3. I I, and 3.12 
apply to those 5 with II’ 0. that is. uniformly bounded semigroups: 
Theorems 3.4. 3.6, 3.8. 3. IO. 3.14, 3. I5 and 3.16 apply to any one-parameter 
(CJ-semigroup. Then, because of the nice semigroup property. namely 
T,(k,f,) = [Ti(fi)lLi. the representation formulas are easily obtained. 
THEOREM 4. I ff the m-parameter sernigrouy T( t, , t, ....l t,,,) ( = T(t)) of 
linear operators in B( A’) is umfornll~ bounded and strongly* continuous on RTk . 
and if rt$r~ + 0 as II ---f x. then 
T(t).\- -= i-% I + i (V)( T; p) - [)j” T( a)s. (29) 
i=l 
holds for all s E X and for all those t which are contained in K( 2,) for all large 
n; the concergence is unifornl for t in any compact set in K(s,). 
Note that in the case n? = I or sup zy,, < S. the assumption of uniform 
boundedness of T(t) is not required. For those T(t)‘s which are continuous 
in the uniform operator topology, the limit in (29) can be taken in that 
topology. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T(r) be OS assumed ;/I Theoret 4. I ma’ {,l,,.; be a 
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sequence of positice numbers .wch that lim,-, 2n/n = 0 and lim I,# > 0. For - 
t E IX,“::. and .Y E X n,e hare 
(30) 
uniformly for t in an). compact subset of Wr’ 
Note that when In = 1 the assertion is true also for unbounded one- 
parameter semigroups. Similar conclusions as the above can be obtained fat 
uniformly continuous semigroups. 
This theorem follows from Theorem 3.5. Theorem 3.6. and the following 
lemma. 
LEMSIA. For an.v bounded subset G of Fe:* . there is a positke integer N such 
that if t E G and n r:> N. then the operator 
A,(t) = / - f (qg(Tj p) - I) 
i=l n I 
is im:ertible. and 
the concergence is uniform for t in G. 
Proof: The series in (31) is dominated by the series 
where b,(t) = x:(I, (t, - cri)is, and E, = .x,!n. Since G is bounded and 
lim x,~ ‘3 0, we can choose /I such that b,(t) < k for all t in G. Hence, we have 
b,(t) el”Erl$ (I - b,(t)) < he”‘<n!( I - h) < I for all t in G and for sufficiently 
large II. Therefore. there is X such that the last series converges uniformly for 
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t in G to M[l - b,(r) f”‘Q., (1 />,i(t))]-~’ if II ..: 5. This implies that the 
series in (31) converges absolutely and uniformly for t in G if 11 : h’. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If T(t) is an one-parameter semigroup strongI!. contim1ou.s 
on [a, x). then &for each s E .k.. 
T(t)s :- !,iz [21 ~ 7 (411)] ” T(a).\-. a . t s; % (32) 
Proqf: If f = N. this is trivial. If t . . a. then (32) is obtained by setting 
%I = t - a in (30). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T(t) be anl m-parameter semigroup, strongIF continuolrs 
on. FB:+ . Then for x E X. t E W,“l. . 
T(~).Y 1~ !,17nf exp [i (ti - aih (T (,i) - I)] T(a).\- 
i=l 
(33) 
Furthermore, if T(t) is continuous in the uniform operator topology. then the 
limit holds also in that topolog),. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 3.8 that for each of i == 1; 2...., m. 
T;( t;).\- i,in) exp [(t8 ~ a,)n (T, (k) ~- I)] T(a;).v. (34) 
the convergence being uniform on any compact subset of [clI . x:). (33) 
follows from(34) and the facts that T(t) = nEl T;(t,). and T, . i = I. 2..... m. 
commute with each other. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let S -= [T(t): t E I&‘-] be a strorlg!). continuous m-para- 
meter semigroup. and Ai be the i~~iinitesimal generator qf T,(ti). i 1. 2...., m. 
Then for .r c X. t E R,“’ . 
,,I 
T(t)s = b’z n (/ - n-‘t,A,)-” .\- (35) 
i=l 
uniforml~~~for t in compact sets qf Wg, . 
A similar assertion holds for uniformly continuous semigroup5. 
Proof. Theorem 3.10 implies that for each i ~ I. 2..... m, 
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uniformly on any compact subset of [O. cc). But the last term is equal to 
(I - n-‘tiAi)-n for all large n (see [4, p. 34]), and so (35) follows immediately. 
THEOREM 4.6. If T(t) is an one parameter semigroup of class (C,) hating 
infinitesimal generator A. then the following representation formulas hold: 
T(t)+\- = $I exp{t[n’(nf - A)-’ - nf1l.v. t ‘5 0; (36) 
7-(t)x = p% [(I - t), - tn(nl - A)-‘]” .Y. 0 =g t < I; (37) 7 
T(t).x = $y [(I - t)Z - t/r(nZ - A)-‘]-” s. t z 0. (38) 
Moreocer, the conl;ergence is kform for t in an.v,finite interval on which the 
limit holds. 
Proof Since (n - A)-‘; .Y = ((k - I)!)-’ Ji ecfgitdT(u) x du, (see [4, 
p. 34]), (36). (37) and (38) follow easily from Theorem 3.14, Theorem 3.15 
and Theorem 3.16, respectively. 
The following two theorems are the respective versions of Theorem 3.12 
and Theorem 3.13 for semigroups. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T(t), t ;? 0, be a uniforml~~ bounded. strongly con- 
tinuous one-parameter semigroup. Then for any .Y E X. 
(39) 
unlforml>* for t in an?. compact subset qf [0, so). 
THEOREM 4.8. Let T(t). t E Wt. be a strongly continuous m-parameter 
group of operators on X. Then for .Y E X; (25) holds uniformi~ for t in an) 
compact subset qf UP’. 
Remark I. If T(t), t >: 0. is a (C,)-semigroup, Corollary 4.3 shows the 
pointwise convergence of 
T(t).\- = $y [2/ - 7- (;,]-” .Y. t ;3 0. (40) 
If in addition. T(t) is contractive. we can deduce from Chernoff’s product 
formula ([6] or [28]) that (40) holds uniformly for t in any compact subset of 
[O. x). In fact. we can define V(t) to be the function [21 - T(t)]-‘, t 3 0). 
Then we have V(0) = I. ./ If(t = 4 xr=, (T(t)!2)” I :< $ x,“_,, I T(t)/2 ! 1. :< 
+ x;=,,(i)” = I. and V’(0) s = lim,_., (( V(t) - I)-t) .Y = lim,-, V(t)((T(t) - 
Z),‘t) s = As for .Y in the domain D(A) of the infinitesimal generator A of 
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T(r). Thus the conditions set in ChernolYs theorem are fulfilled. and we 
have for any s c X 
uniformly for t in any compact subset of [O. z). 
Rermrh- 2. Theorem 4.4. Lbith (I = 0. gives the theorem of Dunford and 
Segal [9]. In the case 111 7 I. Theorem 4.1. for a = 0 and .L,> = I reduces to 
Kendall’s formula: Theorem 4.4 leads to Hille’s first exponential formula; 
Theorem 4.5 gives Widder’s formula. Theorem 4.6 provides new proofs for 
Phillips’ formula (36) and the two formulas (37) and (38), due to Chung [7]. 
Other formulas obtained here such as the general case of (29). (30), (32) and 
(391 seem to be new. 
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